Science is becoming a data management problem

Split if total expected runtime improves
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Goal: Scalable analysis with minimal effort
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Features

- Partition multi-dimensional input data

- Extract features from each partition

- Merge (or reconcile) features “Hierarchical Reduce”

Finally output

How about having micro partitions?

- It works!

- Framework overhead overkills!

- To find sweet spot, need to try different granularities!

Can we find a good partitioning plan without trial and error?

Problem: Skew

Solution 1? Micro partition

Approach

Partition Plan Guided By Cost Functions

Search Partition Plan

- Greedy top-down search

- Split if total expected runtime improves

- Evaluate costs for subpartitions and merge

- Estimate new runtime

Prototype Architecture

Does SkewReduce work?

Impact of Cost Function

- SkewReduce plan yields 2 ~ 8 times faster running time
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